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Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let S be a unitary overring 
of R -that is, a ring containing R as a subring such that the identity of R 
is the identity of the overring. This paper is concerned with the problem of 
determining necessary and sufficient conditions in order that an element f  of 
S[[X, ,.a*, X,]] be integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. While some results concern 
the case of general R and S, the main part of the paper is concerned with 
what is probably the most important case of the problem - that when R and S 
are fields. In this latter case it is shown thatf is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]] 
if and only if S, , the subfield of S generated by R and the coefficients off, 
has finite degree of separability and finite exponent over R. In Section 5, 
results on the integral closure of R[[X, ,..., X,,]] in S[[X; ,..., X,]] when R 
and S are fields are applied to relate structure properties of 
to those of S/R. 
w4 ,**a, K,WW-~ ,..., X,,)) 
In the case of polynomial rings, Bourbaki has recently shown ([I]; p. 18) 
that if s is an element of S[X, ,..., XC], s is integral over R[,Y, ,..., X,] if and 
only if each coefficient of s is integral over R. Thus, if R* is the integral 
closure of R in S, then R*[X, ,..., X,] is the integral closure of 
R[Xl )..., X,] in S[X, ,..., X;,]. 
(In this connection, see also [3].) W e s h ow, however, that even in the case 
when R and S are fields, the integral closure of R[[X, ,..., X,]] in 
S[[Xl ,..., X,]] may be a proper subset of R*[[X, ,..., X;.]]. 
In the first section we consider some general aspects of the questions of 
algebraic and integral dependence of an element of S[[X, ,..., X,]] over 
R[[X, ,..., X,]]. In Sections 2-4, we restrict to the case when S and R are 
* This research WZIS supported by National Science Foundation Grant GP-4127. 
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fields and S/R is algebraic, considering in order the cases when S/R is 
separable, purely inseparable, and inseparab1e.l 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative rings 
which contain an identity. Our field theoretic terminology is that of Jacobson 
[4] and our ideal theoretic terminology that of Zariski-Samuel [8], [9]. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin with some observations concerning the general concept of 
algebraic for commutative rings. If  R is a subring of the commutative ring S 
and s E S, we say that s is algebraic over R if f(s) = 0 for some nonzero 
elementf(X) of R[X]. The set R, of elements of S algebraic over R contains 
R, but lacks properties associated with the field theoretic concept, For 
example, if s and t are elements of S algebraic over R, s + t need not be 
algebraic over R. We obtain such an example by taking for R a ring with 
identity containing nonzero elements u and u such that uR n vR = (0), and 
by taking S to be R[X, Y]/(,X, VU). The classes s and t determined by X 
and Y, respectively, are algebraic over R, but s + t is not algebraic over R. 
But in case R is a domain with identity, R, is a ring, as the following lemma 
shows. 
LEMMA 1.1. If  the domain R is a subring of the ying S and if s E S, s is 
algebraic over R if and only if YS is integral over R fey some nonzero element 
yofR. 
Lemma 1.1 follows immediately from the definitions of the terms involved 
in its statement, and its proof is therefore omitted. Lemma 1.1 implies, in 
the case when R is a domain with identity, that ifs, t E S are algebraic over R, 
then cs and bt are integral over R for some nonzero elements c and b of R. 
Hence cbs, cbt, cb(s + t) and cbst are also integral over R. Since cb is nonzero, 
this implies, by Lemma 1.1, that s f  t, and st are algebraic over R. Therefore, 
when R is a domain with identity, the set R, of elements of S algebraic over R 
is a ring. We can now prove our first result concerning integrity and power 
series rings. 
1 While considering a related question in [2], Chevalley has touched on the question 
of algebraic dependence of an element of S((X, ,..., X,)) over R((X, ,..., X,)). In 
[2, p. 721 Chevalley has shown that if $ is an element of S((X, ,..., X,)) algebraic 
overR((X, ,..., X,)), then II, is expressible in the form &/+,, , where+, E R[[X, ,..., X,]], 
and where I,!J~ E K[[X, ,..., X,]], where K is a field lying between R and S such that 
K/R is algebraic and [K: R], < CC. Chevalley states without proof that it can be 
shown that [K”’ : R] < 01) for some integerf. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that R is a domain and S is a unitary overring of R. 
Zf the elementf (X, ,..., Xw) of S[[X, ,..., X,]] is algebraic over R[[X, ,..., X,]], 
then each coeficient off (XI ,..., X,,) is algebraic over R. 
Proof. By induction, it suilkes to consider the case zu = 1. Let 
f(X) = CYO f,X” and assume that the integer n is such that for i < n, fi is 
algebraic over R (n may be zero). Since R[[X]] is a domain with identity, 
f. L f,X + ... + fn_lXn-l is algebraic over R[[X]] and 
f(X) -fo -fix - ... -fn-J~~-l =fJP '-f,+J+l + 1.. = X"(g(X)) 
is also algebraic over R[[X]]; here g(X) = fn + fn+,X + ..*. We suppose 
that k,(Xng)m + ... I K,(X%g) -I- k, = 0 where each ki E R[[X]] and 
k, # 0. We choose r’ maximal such that XT’ divides kiXni for each i between 
0 and m. Since X is a regular element of S[[X]], we may divide XT’ from the 
above equation, obtaining a relation. 
h ?,,gm + ... + h,g + h, = 0 where the h,‘s are in 
R[[X]] and some hi has nonzero constant term. If  Y is chosen maximal with 
respect to the property that h, has nonzero constant term, then the constant 
term of the power series h,g” $ *.. I h,g + h, has the form 
hr,,fnC + ... + h,,f, -+ h,, where hi, 
is the constant terms of hi and h,, # 0. It then follows that 
hvcdlr + ... + h,,,fn + A,,, = 0. 
Hence fn is algebraic over R, and by induction Theorem 1.1 follows. 
If  R is a field, then for s E S, a unitary overring of R, the statements s is 
integral over R and s is algebraic over R are equivalent. Therefore Corollary 1.1 
follows from Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If the ring S is a unitary overring of a field R, and if R, 
is the integral closure of R in S, then the integral closure of 
R[K ,..., X,11 in WG ,..., &Jl 
is a subset of R,[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
Theorem 1.2 will show that in Corollary 1.1, the hypothesis that R is a 
field cannot be omitted. And we shall show later (Corollary 2.2) that even in 
the case when R and S are fields that R,[[X, ,..., X,]] need not be integral 
over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
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THEOREM 1.2 If R is a ring with total quotient ring T 3 R, then there is an 
element b’(X) of T[[X]] integral over R[[X]] such that not all the coeficients of 
b’(X) aye integral over R. 
Proof..2 Since R C T, there is a regular element d,, of R which is a nonunit 
of R. d, has an inverse e, in T. We shall prove the existence of an element 
b = e, + b,X + b,X2 + ..a of T[[X]] such that b(d, + Xb) = 1. We first 
prove, by induction, that for any integer Iz there exist integers n, , n, ,..., n, 
such that if 0 < j < k and if h,(X) = Ci=, niezi+‘Xi, then hj(dO + Xhj) - 1 
is a polynomial of order > j + 1. For k = 0 we take 
no = 1; e,,(d,, + e,X) - 1 = e02X 
is a polynomial of order 31. If  the integers no , n1 ,..., n, have been chosen 
with the required property, we seek q E T, 4 of the form n,.+1eir+3 for some 
integer n,,, , such that h, + qXr+l = h,,, is such that h,+l(dO + Xh,,,) - 1 
has order >r + 2. We have 
h,+&, + X4+,) - 1 = @,(do + Xh,) - 11 + qdoX”+l+ (dog + h,,,) X2+‘. 
Hence the induction hypothesis implies that for any 
4 E T, h,+,(do + X4+,) - 1 
has order >r + 1. And the coefficient of Xr+i in 




the coefficient of Xr+l in h,,,(d,, + X,,,) - 1 is 0. Therefore, taking 
n T+l = -(xninj), we have extended to the case R = r + 1. It then follows 
that if b = CFEO nieii+iXi, then b has constant term e, and bd, + Xb2 = 1, 
implying that (Xb)2 + d,,(Xb) - X = 0. Hence b’ = Xb is integral over 
R[[X]]. But since d,, is a nonunit of R, e, = d;’ is not integral over R ([.5], 
page 29). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. We believe that the 
following statement is true, but have been unable to produce a proof. 
2 The construction used in this proof is similar to that used in ([I] ; Ex. 27, p. 76) to 
show that if the domain D contains a nonunit d such that n,“_,(d,) # (0), then D[[X]] 
is not integrally closed. 
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Suppose that R is a commutative ring zlhich is not a field. Then there exists 
a unitary ovevring S of R and an element f(X) E S[[X]] such that f(X) is 
integral over R[[X]], hut not every co$cient off (-Y) is integml over R. 
Theorem 1.2 establishes this statement in case li is properly contained in 
its total quotient ring. 
2. THE CASE WHEN R AND S ARE FIELDS 
In this section we attack a special case of the problem area introduced in 
the previous section. Namely, when S is an extension field of the field R and 
4x1 ,.*., -To) E S[[Xl ,.*.> &II, we ask for necessary and sufficient conditions 
in order that x(X, ,..., X,,) be integral over R[[X, ,..., XJ]. Actually, we 
resolve this question in this section only in the case when S/R is separable 
algebraic. The case when S/R is inseparable will bc treated in Section 4. 
Corollary 1.1 shows that each element of S’[[Xi ,..., X,]] integral over 
R&T= ,..., X,,]] belongs to R,[[X, ,..., X,,.]] where R, is the subfield of S 
consisting of those elements of S which are algebraic over R. Hellce in 
considering our question, there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
5’ = R, -that is, we assume that S is algebraic over R. ,A natural question 
to ask in this case is whether S[[X, ,... ) X,,.]] is integral over R[[s, ,..., S,,,]] 
provided S is integral over R. That tl- IC’ answer to this question is negative, 
even when 70 = 1, is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
THEORE~I 2.1. Suppose that S is a unitary overring of the ring R zuith 
identity such that S is integral over R. Suppose further that {ai}pC1 is a sequence 
of elements of S such that for any n, the manic polynomial over R[a, , . . , a,,..1] of 
minimal degree having a, as a root has degree Y n. Then the element I%, a,Si! 
c$ S[[X]] is not integral over R[[X]]. 
Proof. We denote by c the element CaiXi!. I f  k is a positive integer and 
4 , 4 ,..., d, E R[[X]], we show that c6 + d,?-l + *.. $ de # 0. Thus let 
p = J& aiX2! and let q = c -pp. q is divisible by X’““-l)!. Hence if s is a 
positive integer, 
cS = (p + q)” = pS + (terms divisible by Xc”-+l)!). 
We conclude that for any positive integer s, the coefficient of X”(“!) in cS is the 
same as the coefficient of Xk(“!) in pS. Hence the coefficient of X’<(“!) in c’; has 
the form alzL + r:k)a’i.-l + . . . + y(k) where r(k) E R[a 1 ,..., a,-J. We next con- 
sider the coefficient ,“f X”t”!) in d,c”ei for 0 ; i < K. If  P-i = C;zk--iu;k-i)Xj, 
we observe that for K - i < j < k(K!), uj”-” is a polynomial in a, ,..., uk 
with coefficients in R having degree at most k - i in any aj with 1 < j < k. 
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In particular, each such u:“-~) is a polynomial in a, with coefficients in 
Rb 1 ,..‘, u,~+J of degree <k - i in al: . Th ere f  ore, the coe;%cient of XJL(‘!’ in 
d !C ‘c-i, for 0 < i < a, has the forrnJ7::; r;k-i)(+)j where rjk-“) E R[u, ,..., uI,-,]. 
It then follows that the coefficient of Xk(/<‘!) in ck +- drck--l -I+ ... + d,c has the 
form a,;” + Y,,, & + ... + Y,, , where ri E R[u, ,..., ulCJ. From the hypo- 
thesis on a, it then follows that the coefficient of X”(k”!) in cr+d,c”‘-’ - 1.. -I- d, 
is non-zero, so that cL -I- d,c”-l + ... I d, f  0. Since d, ,..., d, were 
arbitrary elements of R[[.Y]], we conclude that c is not integral over R[[X]]. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3 I f  S is a separable Qebruic field extension of the j?eld R, 
then in order that S[[X, ,.. . , X,]] be integral oveY R[[X, , . . . , X,,]] it is necessury 
that the dimension [S : R] of S over R be finite. 
Proof. We first observe that if f  E S[[X,]] and if f  is integral over 
R[[X, ,..., X,]], thcnfis integral over R[[XJ]. This proof is straightforward, 
resting on the fact that S[[Xi ,..., X,]], as an additive group, is the direct 
sum of S[[X,]] and the ideal generated by {X, ,..., X,}. Therefore we omit 
the proof. Consequently, to show that S[[X, ,,.., X,]] is not integral over 
R[[.YTi, ,... , XT,.]] when [S : R] = 03, it suffices to consider the case when 
ZL’ T 1. 
\I’e note that if S/R is separable and infinite-dimensional, then there exists 
an infinite sequence {a,} of elements of S such that 
[R(a, ,..., a,) : R(u, ,..., a,-,)] > n. 
The assertion that S[[X]] is not integral over R[[X]] then follows from 
Theorem 2.1. Thus we may take nr to be any element of S ~ R. Being given 
a, ,..., a, such that if Ri = R(u, ,..., ui) for each i, then [R,+l : R,] > i for 
1 < i < r ~ 1, we observe that S is an infinite-dimensional extension of 
R, , so there exist elements si ,..., .~,~~i of S which are linearly independent 
over R, . Because R,(s, , . . . , sr+,)/ R, is separable, this extension is simple: 
R&Q ,...> s,.,~) = R,(Lz,+~) for some urmcl E S. And by choice of si ,..., ~r+r , 
[R&+1) : R,.] 3 r + 1. 
This completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
It will follow from Lemma 2.5 that the condition [S : R] < co implies, 
whether S/R is separable or not, that S[[X, ,,.., X,]] is integral over 
R[[X, ,..., XJI. 
In the proof of Lemma 2.3, we shall use the following notation. If  4 is a 
homomorphism from a commutative ring R onto the ring S, then + can be 
3 Corollary 2.2 may also be obtained from Lemma 2.3, and the proof of Lemma 2.3 
is essentially the same as that of Chevalley’s result cited in footnote 2. 
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extended uniquely to a homomorphism $* of 
R[[& ,‘a*, X,]] onto S[[Xr ,..., X,]] 
such that +*(XJ = Xi for each i. $* is defined by: 
We call 4* the canonical extension of (b to R[[X, ,..., X,]]. I f  K is the kernel 
of (6, K[[Xl ,-.*, X,]] is the kernel of c$*. Therefore 4 is an isomorphism if 
and only if $* is. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that S is a ying with identity, that G is a group of 
automorphisms acting on S, and that R is the fixed ring of G. Let 
f E SK4 ,.a., KJ. 
1) If {u*( f )I (J E G} is finite, then f is integral over R[[XI ,..., X,]]. 
2) If Sis a domain and iff is integra2 over R[[XI ,..., X,]], then {u*(f )I u E G} 
is finite. 
Proof. We let {u*( f  )I u E G} = {fi}L1. For any p E G, we have 
(p*( fi)}bl = (fi}L1 . Therefore, if 
h(Y) = (Y -fi) a.. (Y -fn) E S[[X, ,..., X,]][Y], 
then for any p E G, we denote by p** the unique extension of p* to an 
automorphism of S[[X, ,..., X,]][Y] sending Y onto Y. We have: 
,u**(h( Y)) = &( Y - V*fJ = h(Y). 
Hence, the coefhcients of h(Y) are left fixed by each p*, p E G, and are 
therefore in R[[X, ,..., X,]]. As f  is a root of h(Y) and h(Y) is manic, it 
follows that f  is integral over R[[X, ,..., X+,,]]. 
2): I f  g(Y) = C:+,,giYi is a manic polynomial over R[[XI ,..., X,]] having 
f  as a root, then the equation zigif i ::= 0 implies, for any p in G, that 
0 = p*(O) = p*(Cigif i, = E&&*( f  )li. Since S[[X, ,..., X,]] is an inte- 
gral domain, g has only finitely many roots in S[[X, ,..., X,,]]. Therefore, 
(p*( f  )I p E G} is a finite set. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that S is an extension jield of the jield R and that 
s E S[[& )..., X;.]]. Let S, be the subfield of S obtained by adjoining the coeji- 
cients of s to Ii. Ifs is integral over R[[XI , . . . . X,]], then the separable degree of 
S, ovey R is finite. Conversely if S,IR is finite-dimensional and separable, then s 
is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
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Proof. We let E be a normal closure of SJR and we let G be the Galois 
group of E/R. The fixed field of G is E,, , the set of elements of E purely 
inseparable over R. Ifs is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]], then s is also integral 
over E,[[Xr ,..., X,]]. By Lemma 2.3, it then follows that {g*(s)1 u E G} is a 
finite set. By definition of S, and s, however, this means that there are only 
finitely many R-isomorphisms of S, into E, which is equivalent to the 
assertion that [S, : R], , the separable degree of S, over R, is finite ([9]; 
p. 158). 
We could also use Lemma 2.3 to establish the second statement in 
Theorem 2.4. However, a different proof is obtained by using the following 
more general result, Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that S, is a unitary overring of a ring R, and that S, 
is afinite RI-module. Then S,[[X, ,..., X,]] is aJinite R,[[Xl ,..., X,.1]-module, 
and hence S,[[X, ,..., X,,]] is integra2 over R[[Xl ,..., X,]]. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that if {al, a2 ,..., a,} is a finite 
RI-module basis for S, , then (al , a, ,..., a,} is a finite R,[[X, ,..., X,1]- 
module basis for S,[[Xr,..., X,]]. It is then well-known that S,[[Xr ,..., X,]] 
is integral over R,[[X, ,..., XJ] ([8]; p. 254). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that S is a separable algebraic extension jield of 
the$eld R. In order that S[[X, ,..., X,]] be integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]], it is 
necessary and s:@cient that [S : R] < co. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.4. 
3. THE CASE OF A PURELY INSEPARABLE FIELD EXTENSION 
In this section K denotes a field of characteristic p # 0 and L denotes an 
extension field of K, purely inseparable over K. Again we seek necessary and 
sufficient conditions on an element s = ~:s~~...~,X$ *a+ Xiw of L[[X, ,..., X,]] 
in order that s be integral over K[[X, ,..., X,]]. Contrary to what is proved 
by Theorem 2.5 in the case when S/R is separable, it need not be true that 
[L, : K] < co, where L, = K((s~,...~,}). H owever, our desired conditions can 
be stated in terms of the field L, and the exponent of L, over K, defined as 
follows: If  L = K, we say that L has exponent 0 over K: if KC L we say L 
has exponent n over K (n is a positive integer) provided L”” C K, but 
LP”-l e K; otherwise we say that the exponent of L over K is infinite ([4]; 
p. 179), ([5]; p. 123). In case S is any algebraic field extension of the field R 
of characteristic p # 0, the exponent of S over R is defined to be the expo- 
nent of S over R, where RJR is the maximal separable subfield of S/R. 
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I,EMMA 3.1. If  R is a ring of finite prime characteristic p, and if 
1’=CY. zl...i, X$ . . . x2, then rprn = CT~l~,.iwX$Pm -.. Xy fey any positive 
integer m. 
Boof. By induction, it suffices to consider the case when w = 1. If  k is 
a nonnegative integer, we can write Y --: T,, + r,X f  ... -+ r,Xk -/- s where 
s is a power series of order g:k f  1. Hence 
yl’~~ = r/P’ tm rpyl’m /. . ~, r/yy<IP ;- s1’7” 
0 1 A i, 
where P” is a power series of order &(k $- 1)p”” >- K. Thus, the coetlicient 
of Xk in VP* is 0 if p” does not divide k and is yfm if k = bp”‘. 
THEOREM 3.2.4 Each element of L((X, ,..., X,)) algebraic over 
fq(Xl >. * * , X,,.)) is purely insepavabZe over K(( X, , . . . , X,)). 
Proof. We use induction on w, considering first the case when {X,}: = {X}. 
we have WV) = wxll),x~~,~o where X E K((X)). Hence it suffices to 
show if a: is an element of L[[X]] w ic is separable algebraic over K((X)), h h 
then 01 E K((X)). Thus let 01 have degree n over K((X)). Since a: is separable 
over K((X)), K((X))(n) = K((X))(G)([8]; p. 70), so that 
for some kh ,..., hA_, E K((X)). I f  OL =: Z;;“a,P, 
Lemma 3.1 shows that p = 011’ -= CaTXi”. Multiplying each ki by an 
appropriate power X” of X yields an clement k, = X”“k; of K[[X]]. Hence 
we obtain: 
@LX” = ho + k,/3 + ..* + k,,&+l; kj E Iq[X]]. (*) 
We now consider any integer r. such that rap >- y. -+- m. Equating coefficients 
of Xr~+~l in the equation (*), we have arO L b, f  b, -+ ... $ b,-, where bi 
is the coefficient of XTo’-R1 in k,p. And by choice of y. , we see that Cy$bi 
belongs to K(a,n, alp ,..., aFOe, ). Now we note that rap > Y,, + m implies 
(r. -1 k)p > (r. + k) + m for any nonnegative integer k. Hence 
K(a,, al ,..., arOdl) = K(a, ,..., arOe ,..., a,, ,...,) so that there is a positive 
integer e such that a:” E K for each a, and this implies that 
(pe :-= C:aFeXipe E K[[X]]. 
Therefore, a: is both separable and purely inseparable over K((X)), and 
consequently, is in K((X))([8]; p. 69). 
We assume that Theorem 3.2 holds for w -= n, and we consider an element 
f  of W~l ,.a-, X,,,)) which is algebraic over K((X, ,..., XV+,)). Then f is 
__-- 
4 The proof of Theorem 3.2 for the case w = 1 is due to William J. Hcinzer. 
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algebraic over K[ [XL , . . . , S,, i J] so that & is integral over K[[X, ,..., Xn ,J] 
for some nonzero clement g of fY[[,YI ,..., .Ynrl]]. Hut since 
fg EL((S, ,..., -Y,,.,,)) and L[[S, ,..., X+J] 
is integrally closed, fg is in L[[S, ,... , -Y,, !,I]. Since ,q E K((X, ,..., S,, !,)), 
f  is purely inscparablc over K((S, ,..., -IVTI-,)) if and only if / f  is purely 
inseparable over K((.Y, ,..., -\;+J). ‘l’hcrcforc, we assume that 
fr-L[[I\; )...) AJ] 
and we write : f  -: 2: OfiLY,$l , where each fi is in L[[&Y, ,..., dY7,]]. Since f  
is algebraic over K[[AVI ,..., J& , X?, ,.J], ‘I‘h corem 1.1 shows that each fi is 
algebraic over K[[_YI ,..., ATJ], and hence over K((,YI ,..., -Y,)). By the 
induction hypothesis, it follows that each fi is purely inseparable over 
K((S, ,..., S,)) so that L, K((XI ,... , S,,))((f, I-:) is a purely inseparable 
field extension of K((X, ,..., -TJ). \V e h avc, however, f  E I,, [[-Ya ;J] and f  is 
algcbrdic over K((XI ,..., Xn,.,)) L K((,YI ,..., A7n))((1Y,L, I)). ‘I’herefow, the 
case zc; 1 implies that f  is purely inseparable over 
For some power Xrlr, of X;, i 1 we have: 
{K((Xl )...) &d) n WG ,..., -\r,lllH[-\;l ,I1 
Iqx, , . . . ) S,]] [ [Xn.: I]]. 
Therefore, f21Je 6 K[[X, ,..., X,]] for each integer i and 
f  P8 ---- ~;/:,“x;‘:, E fY[[Xl )...) s,,: ,]I. 
Therefore, f  is purely inseparable over K((XI ,..., -71;, +,)), and by induction 
‘l’heorcm 3.2 follows. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If  s :-- CQ,,~,X$ ... X”,- csId[[Xl ,..., XJ], s is integd 
OZZY K[[Xl )... , zYw]] if and only ifIs 7 K({.Q,...~,]) has jhite exponent ovey K. 
Proof. I f  I,, has finite exponent over K, 1,cmma 3.1 shows that s is 
integral over K[[x\71 ,..., A’,,]]. WC remark that if m is a positive integer, then 
I,:,,,, :- K if and only if .Y~~,~~~~ E K for each tuplc (i, ,..., ii,;). 
Convcrscly, if s is integral over K[[z\; ,..., -IT?,.]], then because 
Iqs, )...) S,,]] is an integrally closed domain, the minimal polynomial for s 
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over K((X, ,..., X,)) has coefficients in K[[Xi ,..., X,]] (El]; p. 18). SinceL,/K 
is purely inseparable, Theorem 3.2 shows that s is purely inseparable over 
qx, I..., X,)). Hence for some positive integer e, sge == asps .,,i ,S$De,,. 
x$pe E K[[X, )...) X,,J]. This implies that s::..,~, E K for each ({ ,..., iU) 
so that LF” = KY’({s~~,,,~~,}) C K, and L, has finite exponent over K. 
COROLLARY 3.4. L[[X, ,..., XJ] is integral ovey K[[X, ,..., X;.]] if and 
only if L has finite exponent over K. 
Proof. IfL does not have finite exponent over K, then for any nonnegative 
integer 11 there is an element s, EL such that szn qk K. Then by Corollary 3.3, 
the element ~~=asllX,~ of L[[X; ,..., X,]] is not integral over K[[XI ,..., X,]]. 
The converse follows from Corollary 3.3. 
4. THE CASE WHEN SIR IS INSEPARABLE 
Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.6 give necessary and su.%cient conditions, 
in the case when S is a separable algebraic field extension of the field R, in 
order that a fixed element s of S[[X, ,..., X,]] or that each element of 
qx, >..., X,]] be integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 
provide such conditions in case S/R is purely inseparable. We determine in 
this section such conditions in case S is any inseparable field extension of the 
field R of characteristic p f  0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Ifs = CS~~...~,X$ .** X2 is in S[[X, ,..., X,]], s is integral 
over R[[X, ,..., X,]] if and only if [S, : RIB < c~ and S, has Jinite exponent 
over R, where S, = R({s,,...~,}). 
Proof. Let S,/R be the maximal separable subfield of S,/R. We first 
suppose s is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. Lemma 2.3 then shows that 
[S, : R] = [S, : Rls < co. Also, s integral over S,[[X, ,..., X,]] and S,/S, 
purely inseparable imply, by Corollary 3.3, that S,({sil.+J) = S, has 
finite exponent over S, . Hence, by definition, S, has finite exponent over R. 
Conversely, if [S, : R] < a3 and if S, has finite exponent over S, , then 
Corollary 2.6 shows that S,[[X, ,..., X,]] is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]] 
and Corollary 3.4 shows that S,[[X, ,..., X,]] is integral over S,[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
Hence S,[[X, ,..., X,]] is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]] ([7]; p. 76), and in 
particular s is integral over R[[X, ,..., X,]]. 
COROLLARY 4.2. S[[X, ,..., X,]] is integra2 over R[[X, ,..., X,]] if and 
only if [S : Rls < co and S has finite exponent over R. 
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Proof. I f  SO/R is the maximal separable subfield of S/R, S[[X, ,..., X,]] 
is integral over R[[XI ,..., X,]] if and only if S,,[[Xi ,..., X,]] is integral over 
WX, ,..., X,]] and S[[X, ,..., X,]] is integral over S,[[X, ,..., X,]]. Hence 
Corollary 4.2 follows from Corollaries 2.6 and 3.4. 
5. SOME STRUCTURE PROPERTIES OF S((X, ,..., X,))/R((X, ,.,.,X,>) 
The results of Sections 2-4 allow us to draw rather easily some conclusions 
concerning structure properties of S((X, ,..., X,)) as an extension field of 
RN-J5 >..., X,,,)) in terms of properties of S as an extension field of 
R. Chevalley’s paper [2] contains some results in this direction. Namely, 
Chevalley shows that [S((X, ,..., X,)) : R((X, ,..., X,))] = [S : R] if 
[S : R] < co. Also, he shows that S((X, ,..., X,))/R((X, ,..., Xm)) preserves 
p-independence in case the same is true for S/R. We begin with a basic 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a subfield of the field S, let f be a nonzero element of 
RWG ,-..> Xwll, and let g E S[[X, ,..., X,]]. Then the fields R(coejkients of 
fg) and R(coejicients of g) are equal. 
Proof. The containment R(coeffs. of fg) C R(coeffs. of g) is clear. To 
prove the reverse containment, we well-order the monomials X,“l *** X$J by 
defining X3 ..a X$ to be less than Xp .*a X2 provided the first nonzero 
integer in the sequence ji - i, ,jz - i, , . . ..j. - i, is positive. Under this 
ordering (the lexicographic ordering), if m, , m, , and m, are monomials such 
that m, < me , then mamy < mem,. We suppose that m, is the smallest 
monomial which occurs in f with nonzero coefficient: f  = name + ... . I f  
m, is the smallest monomial which occurs in g with nonzero coefficient 
- say g = some = ... - then fg = rBsBmamo + .*a, m,m,, is the smallest 
monomial appearing with nonzero coefficient in fg, and r,s, is the coefficient 
of mams in fg. Therefore r,sa , and hence r-%,sa = ss , is in the field 
R, = R(coeffs. offg). By induction, we assume that my is a monomial occuring 
with nonzero coeflicient in g and that the coefficient of m, in g, for each 
m, < m, , is in R, . We let s, be the coefficient of my in g and we let h be the 
sum of those terms ssms in g such that mB < m, . By assumption, 
h E R,[[& ,..., X,]]. The coefficients of fh are in R, , and hence the coeffr- 
cients of fg - fh differ from those of fg by elements of R, . It follows that 
R, 2 R(coeffs. of fg -f h). But fg -f h = f  (g - h) and g - h = svm, + a*., m, 
being the smallest monomial appearing in g - h with nonzero coefficient. By 
the first step in our inductive proof, it follows that s, E R(coeffs. of 
fg -f h) C R, . By induction, it follows that each coefficient of g is in R, so 
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that H(coeffs. ofg) C Ii, , and quality holds : R, -.. K(coeflk ofi?) - R(co&fs. 
of g). 
I’yoof. Sinceg is algebraic over Zi[[-7il ,..., S,,.]], there is a nonzero element 
f of R[[S, )..., S,,]] such that fg is integral over H[[S, ,..., -YqC]J. ‘I’hercfore, if 
4 H(coeKcients of fg), then Theorem 4.1 shows that [A’, : Rls <,- x and 
K, has finite exponent over K. Hut Ixmma 5.1 shows that R, R(coefIi- 
cicnts of g), and Theorem 4.1 then implies that g is integral over 
R[[X, ,...) -I-,]]. 
In the case when R is a subfield of the field S, wpe have etkctivcly detcr- 
mined, in Sections 2--4, the integral closure of R[[S, ,..., S,,.]] in 
S[[S, ,..., S,,.]]. Theorem 5.4 shows that this result is sufticicnt to determine 
the algebraic closure of R((S, (..., -Y,,,)) in S((A- 1 ,..., A47,,.)). The first part of 
Theorem 5.4 is a special case of a more general result, I,emma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.3. Let 11 be at1 integral dwnai?l with quotient Jield R, let S be UII 
extension field vf Ii, ana’ let .I be the integval closure of II ill .Y. Then T, the 
quotient jield qf J, is the a<yebraic closure of K in S. 
PYOOf. That ?‘. Ii is algebraic is clear. And if x is an element of S algebraic 
over Ii, then .V is also algebraic over I). IIence there is a nonzero clement 
d of I) such that dx is integral ovc‘r I). Therefore, & c j and s cis ,‘d c 7’. 
‘I’HI:OWM 5.4. 1,et R be a subJield vj the field S, let 7‘ be the acgebvaic 
closure v f  R((AYl , . . . , LY,,,)) in S((S, , . . . , -\,,.)), and let / be the inte~vwl closure 
of li[[S, ,..., S,,.]] in S[[S, ,..., -Y1,:]]. 
a) Tis the quotientfield of]; i7lfuct 7’ -= JN, where S R[[XI,..., -Y,,.]] - (0). 
I>) 7’ S((S, )..., -I-,,,)) if atd ot?ly if J -- S[[S, ,..., SJ. 
Proof. Our proof of I,emma 5.3 establishes a), and it is clear that the 
equality J S[[.Y1 ,..., S,,.]] implies that 7’ 
Conversely, if 1’ S((LYl ,..., X,,)) 
and If 5 c ,,,L~((A~l ,..., -lwTr)) in t))- 
<J ,’ _ *, ,..., A~,,]], then g is 
algebraic over R((S, ,..., S,,;)), and hence is algebraic over H[[X~ ,..., -Y,J]. 
By Corollary 5.2, g is integral over H[[S, ,..., -\:r]]; that is, g E / and 
s[[A-, )..., LY,]] C J. But the reverse containment is clear since S[[S, ,..., A-,]] 
is integrally closed. IIence J S[[S, ,..., -Y,]] if 7 S((AT, ,..., S,)), and 
our proof of Theorem 5.4 is complete. 
‘I’IIEOREM 5.5. Let S be an algebraic estension$eld of the$eld R, and let 7 
be the aZgebraic closwe of R((X, ,..., S,)) in S((X, ,..., X2,)). 
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a) If  S/R is separable, then T/R((X, ,..., X,)) is also separable. 
b) If  SIR is pwely inseparable, then T/R((X, ,..., X,)) is purely inseparable. 
c) If S,‘R is normal, then T/R((X1 ,..., X*(>)) is also normal. 
Bogf. a): I f  f E T, then part a) of Theorem 5.4 shows that f = g/h 
where k E R[[X, ,..., X,]] ~ {O] and w-here g E ,i’[[Xr ,..., X,.]], g integral 
over R[[X1 ,..., X,,]]. To show that f  is separable over R((X1 ,..., X,)), it 
suficcs to observe thatg is separable over R((,Y, ,..., X0;)). I f  R, is the subfield 
of S generated by R and the coefficients of g, then Theorem 2.4 shows that 
[R, : R] -< 03. Hence R, is a finite R-module: R, = CfL,Rti, , and 
by Lemma 2.5, R,[[L171 ,..., S,,.]] = CFz,R[[A71 ,..., X,]] 0, . Hence 
g E ~:::_J[[-; ,..., X;,]] .Qi , and since each Bj is separable over R C R((X1 ,..., 
X,,.)), g is also separable over R((X, ,..., -Y,)). 
b): This is the content of Theorem 3.2. 
c): 1Ve first observe that c) is valid when S/R is normal and separable. For 
this purpose, we need only examine the proof of a). In the notation used in 
a), g belongs to R,[[X, ,..., X,]] where R, is the normal closure of RJR in 
S, [R, : R] < CO, and RJR is normal. This implies, of course, that 
&((Xl , . . ., X,)) is normal over R((X, ,..., X,,)), so that R,((X, ,..., X,)), 
and hence T, contains a complete set of conjugates of g over R((X, ,..., X,)). 
Therefore, T/R((X, ,... , XJ) is normal if S/R is normal and separable. 
In the general case, we consider the following diagram, where RJR is the 
maximal purely inseparable subfield of S/R: 
S((X,,...,XJ) 
iHI * ~ Roi(X,‘....Xw)) 
FIG. 1. 
Here il is the algebraic closure of R((X, ,..., X,)) in R,((X, ,..., X,)) and B 
is the algebraic closure of R((X, ,..., X,,)) in S((X, ,..., X,)). By part b), 
A/R((X, ,... , X,)) is purely inseparable. Hence B/R((X, ,..., X,)) is normal 
if B/A is normal. And to show that B/A is normal, it suffices to show that 
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there is a group S’ of A-automorphisms of B such that A is the fixed field of 
S’ ([4]; p. 27). 
Since S/R is normal, S/R,, is normal separable ([4]; p. 52). Hence if R, is 
the algebraic closure of R,((X, ,..., X,)) in S((X, ,..., XW)), we have already 
shown that B,/R,((X, ,..., X,)) is normal separable. Thus if S, is the Galois 
group of B,/R,((X, ,..., X,)), then R,((X, ,..., X,)) is the fixed field of S, . 
It is clear that B C B, , and since R((X, ,..., X,)) is left fixed under each 
element of S, , each element CJ of S, maps B onto B. Therefore, 
S’ = {U lB j u E S,} is a group of A-automorphisms of B. Further, the fixed 
field of S is B n R,((X, ,..., X-,)) = A. Therefore, B/A is normal and our 
proof of Theorem 5.5 is complete. 
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